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introduction
My work at the University of Alberta Libraries
(UAL) has taken the focus of communications and
outreach and includes:
• digital and print promotional materials,
photography work.
• a member of a 4-person team that manages
UAL social media

background

methodology

analysis | findings

I am also a photographer, designer with an
interest in visual communication.
Master of Arts in Communications and Technology
at the University of Alberta, Faculty of Extension
Capstone Research Project

practical applications

questions | discussion

“Articulating the value of libraries and librarians
is the zeitgeist of 21st century librarianship; one
does not need to look far to find articles about
the fading importance of libraries or about yet
another library being closed due to the
reprioritization in budgets.”
(Pagowsky & Rigby, The Librarian Stereotype, 2014)

the perception problem

the perception problem

the perception problem
In the literature
Vasillakaki and Moniarou-Papaconstantinou (2013)
conducted a systematic review of the prevailing
images of information professionals.
They looked at 60 studies from 2000-2013
These included studies that looked at:
•
•

Various library user groups and their
impressions of librarian’s work and
professionalism.
Depictions of librarians in media publications.

the perception problem
In the literature
Two positive studies!
Dilevco and Gottlieb (2004) looked at
representations of librarians within New York Times
obituaries from January 1, 1977, to December 31,
2002
Elaine Yontz (2003) looked at depictions of
librarians in children’s books from 1909 to 2002.
She looked at 194 depictions of librarians and
found they were portrayed as helpful, caring,
service oriented, and as early adopters of
technology.

The public sees only what is open and obvious:
library workers pushing book trucks, re-shelving
materials, stamping out books, and perhaps
showing a user where something is located.
These activities are not seen as particularly
difficult”
Nilsen and McKechnie (2002)

...while the library has clearly embraced the
digital world to meet its customer needs in
2018, it’s not necessarily obvious to the general
public... the biggest obstacle facing the
institution today is marketing how it has
created a level playing field and has remained
the original sharing economy.
Sadaf Ahsan
National Post, October 2018

“Information professionals ought to promote their presence…
they need to use every available tool and marketing strategy to
become visible to the public and formulate positive
perceptions of their presence.”
Vassilakaki and Moniarou-Papaconstantinou

libraries and social media
•

It would be difficult to find a library that doesn’t use
at least one social media platform to communicate
with its public.

• Library communication practices have developed into
a distinct subculture: unique hashtags, ‘shelfies’, etc.
These are copied and shared from one library to
another.
•

Social media is no longer just a novelty distraction
62% of Americans and 59% of Canadians reporting
they get at least some of their news from social media
(Shearer and Gotfried, 2017; Mitchell et al, 2018).

•

Social media is an informal arena, but it is important
to recognize that every post, and every tweet,
effectively contributes to how libraries are understood
and perceived.

visual communication
As communication tools,
images carry rich messages
that can communicate across
language barriers and cultural
contexts.
The crux of the visual message,
however, is that meanings and
messages are more subjective,
and “hitting the right note”
when communicating visually is
elusive.

visual communication
Visual communication is also on the rise in social
media.
•

A study by Smith and Anderson (2018) shows
increases in use of image-heavy platforms such as
Instagram and Snapchat, particularly among the 1824 year age group (a primary audience for academic
libraries.)

•

These statistics are closely matched in a Canadian
study by Gruzd et al. (2017) that show 67% of the
same 18-24 age group use the Instagram platform in
Canada.

•

The increasing popularity of these visual social
media platforms, alongside the greater inclusion of
images into platforms such as Twitter, sets the
rationale to take a closer look at visual platforms like
Instagram.

libraries and social media
In the literature

A lot of the professional literature focuses on
“This is how we do it”
Most library social media studies tend to straddle the desire to
understand social and collaborative impacts, or look at the
quantitative aspects of communication, typically on one social
platform.

“Although the literature is full of tips and advice on how
to build a successful social media presence, much of it
tends to be somewhat superficial. Librarians are advised
to post frequently, create engaging content, encourage
interaction, invite participation, etc. …many of these
platitudes are offered without clear explanation or
guidance.”
Joseph Deodato (2018)

What is meant by “engaging” content?
How do our followers (and potential
followers) perceive us?
What is the real value of the metrics that
platforms provide us as measures of our
success?
What are we saying to our audience and
what do they see in what we post?

research questions
RQ1: What type of visual content are academic
libraries sharing on Instagram?
RQ2: How do members of the user community
relate to the images shared by libraries in
Instagram?
a) How do users experience this content?
b) What meanings do the images convey to
users?
c) Does this content influence user
perceptions of the library, and if so, how?
RQ3: Are there any correlations or
relationships between content categories, the
user experience with the content, and existing
analytics that libraries use to measure social
media impact?

methodology
Studying visual content on
social media
Schreiber, M. (2017). Showing/Sharing: Analysing
Visual Communication from a Praxeological
Perspective. Media and Communication, 5(4), 37–14.
Investigating visual communication on social media
requires a multi-phase approach to understand the
full spectrum of its influence
practises, pictures and platforms
Answering my research questions would require a
multi-phased approach

photographic meaning
what is a photograph?
The positivist or naïve realist accepts photography as
evidence of truth and that the camera never lies.
Roland Barthes, who addressed photography in his 1980
seminal work Camera Lucida (1980) took the stance that
photos are both representations of reality and texts.
The anti-realist position as highlighted by John Tagg
(2009), takes the view of photography as wholly
constructed.

methodology
Phase I: Content Analysis
Phase II: Photo Elicitation
Interviews with ”audience”
Phase III: An exploration of
metrics data in relation to
qualitative findings
Grounded Theory for
phases I and II

research site
University of Alberta Libraries (UAL)
• 5.2 million titles, over 8.7 volumes
• Provides access to more than
120,000 electronic scholarly journals
• 9 branch libraries + RCRF storage
facility
• The University of Alberta has approx.
38,000 students and 15,000
staff of 18 faculties and 5 campuses.

research site
The UAL Twitter account was started in
2009 when most social media was still in
its infancy
The adoption of social media at UAL
was organic. Staff in individual
branches experimented with
platforms and techniques.
2018 – shifted from branch accounts to
3 system-wide accounts:
Facebook, Twitter & Instagram

phase 1 - content analysis
I used an open source python code
Instagram Scraper (Arcega, 2018)
• 600 Images were scraped on May 1, 2018
• Videos were removed
• Photos were numbered for tracking
purposes in chronological order.
I used nVivo 12 for Mac to code images
based on the “intended message or
purpose” that was being conveyed in the
image. Saturation was reached at 200
images.

phase 1 - content analysis
The results revealed three prominent
themes within the Instagram content:
Community
Library Services
Library as Place

phase 1 - content analysis
Community

102

Library Services

56

Events

34

Collections

28

Library History

32

Announcements

11

Activities

21

Hours

7

Seasons and Holidays

9

Printing - 3D Printing

6

Local History

3

Librarian Service

2

Feedback

1

Library Website

2

History

1

University Spirit

1

Library As Place

42

Library Spaces

39

Library Building

3

phase 2 - interviews
I recruited 11 students using posters and
social media
The 200 images from phase one
were uploaded to a private
Instagram account, and presented
to participants during the interview
process.

phase 2 - interviews
Interview Questions
• Since becoming a student how often do you use the
library?
• Describe how you use the library? What services
have you used (even once)?
• Describe how you engage with Instagram.
PHOTO ELICITATION
• Of these images, which 2 images did you connect
with most?
• Let’s discuss why - why did you like/pick these
images?
• Which of these images do you feel accurately
represents the library today?
• Do you think these images accurately capture your
experience with the library?
• What kinds of images do you think capture the
role/purpose/etc. of libraries today?

phase 2 - interviews
Library use based on the responses to the first two questions in the
interview protocol:

heavy

moderate

light

Did not mention
studying
Studied at the library

Did not study at library

phase 2 - interviews
Instagram use based on the responses to the first two questions in the
interview protocol:

Follow mainly friends,
some businesses

Followed organizations
related to school

Follow mainly businesses

Followed Influencers
(fashion, fitness)

library as community
At least 8 / 11 participants mentioned the
significance of libraries in terms of gathering
places where they studied, met friends to
socialize and attended events.
For example, when asked what kinds of
images libraries should share:
“I think libraries are very much a hub of
community, so the ones that have kind of
that in it, like the post it notes, and people
and the dogs, and even books, but I also
think libraries are a big part of the campus,
like mental health strategy.” (Interview 4)

“I see like the library as community because a lot of people find that as social
hub where people hang out and as I said, do homework, spend time with
friends, you know catch up on the internet... “ (Interview 9)

Studying
Studying was a significant category in the
interview discussions.
Many of the students identified photos that
showed the activity of studying as some of
their favourites and / or as images they
related most to the library:
“I do really think that the ones…that show,
the study spaces are something that I
associate with the library, because I often
come to either Rutherford here or Cameron
to study so I think a majority of the time I
spend in the library is studying (Interview 10)

Studying =
Social Activity

Students identified studying in the library as a social experience that they did with
their friends, and being in the library was tied to friendships and human connections.
When asked what images the library should share:
“...every time I'm in the library it's so busy...like it's a hub of activity… so I definitely
think one of the ones with people, like maybe a selfie of a group studying or
something like that.”
(Interview 4)

library as place
The library buildings themselves were a surprising focus of
many of the interviews.
Students focused on the images that captured library
spaces.
The term architectural was used by 6 participants
“I liked the pictures of the more scenic shots of the library, where
they have like pictures of the windows and the seating, I thought
it was really pretty, I think that the libraries we have at the U of A
are really nice, so I like seeing those kinds of pictures. “
(Interview 10)

“I found myself liking most of the ones without people in it, but the
focus was on the books, it was like on the buildings, and the structures
and the way the light came in through the windows…” (Interview 8)

library as place
In discussing the building and library
space photos, students recognized
that the pristine, often empty shots
were perhaps not as authentic to what
those spaces look like during term,
but that it was part of the novelty of
the image:
“the empty photos that is nice to
see… when I'm looking at photos like
that on my own I'm like that might be
a good study space like I would love
to go there, and I know it's not going
to be as perfect as it is in the image”
(Interview 2)

library as place
Another participant rationalized her
connection to the images of library spaces,
because she had experienced her own
trials and academic growth in those spaces:
“I guess it's for myself like even the pictures
where it's just the spaces, like those are
really meaningful to me because I spend
like long nights in the library... So I guess
for a second person it might not hold as
much meaning as it does to me but …
that's why I appreciate those photos.”
(Interview 8)

library services
(library as a tool)
While this theme did not dominate
discussions like the library community
or library spaces, a number of
participants noted the services and
resources that libraries offered.
“Well first off of course it's a place where
we get knowledge …you know if we're
looking for something we're not sure
where to get this knowledge, maybe our
professors might not have the clearest
sense or so we go to the library, pick up a
book and in turn it helps us more in what
we're studying or researching…”
(Interview 9)

One participant spoke very highly of librarians linking
them to the academic success of fellow students, and
identified them as a service that supports mental health:

“I've heard so many stories like
that, where it's like the librarians
are the first point of contact for
people … they struggled in their
first year and then they went to
the library and got research
help, so for them that was a big
turning point in their university
career… I think just being an
accessible service is also
something that helps with that
mental health.” (Interview 4)

change and libraries
Although not really a theme, there were indications that
participants were aware of the change in libraries.
This discussion was apparent when participants spoke
about the historical images in the sample, or when I
asked them about book images (an question added after
the 2nd interview).
“...while our times moved into a new digital age and
everything, I think the library always holds that
foundation there, yes, we bring those computers there,
we bring our recording devices in and we incorporate
into something that can't be replaced and that’s the
library itself, that atmosphere, what makes it the library.”
(Interview 11)

“...it is still nice to include some pictures of books just because even though we
are more based in technology I think books are still a very important part of
libraries.”
(Interview 1)
“I don't know, there's not one certain thing that represents the library, because
there is many things, like a computer rooms I mean that’s not what's typical
libraries and what someone would think, people would just imagine books in a
library, but you know like the computer rooms would show that there are also
the other activities that happens in a library now.” (Interview 5)

phase 2 - summary
How relatable is the content to your
experience?
6 participants indicated that 50% or more of the
content felt relevant to their experiences in the
library.
2 participants indicated less than half (40/60)
were relatable.

When I asked what kind of content the
library should share, more than half of
participants suggested architectural
images, photos of library spaces, and
particularly visuals related to studying.

phase 3 - Instagram metrics
This exploratory approach looked to see if particular
categories or themes from the first two phases of the
study demonstrated any patterns, when compared to
the data analytics provided by the Instagram platform.
Many social media scholars are critical about what
metrics really tell about audience sentiments and
engagement.
Baym, N. K. (2013). Data not seen: The uses and shortcomings of
social media metrics. First Monday, 18(10).
http://doi.org/10.5210/fm.v18i10.4873

You can’t accept metrics as unbias expressions of
audience engagement BUT you cannot ignore them,
since they ultimately influence the algorithm and
decide the reach of any given message.

phase 3 - Instagram metrics
I harvested Instagram metrics
from the entirety of the 200image sample.
The metrics selected for focus in
this study were “Likes” and
“Comments”
I calculated the average “Likes”
and “Comments” for the sample
and identified the top images for
each metric, in the sample.

Likes

Comments

Average:

33

2

Highest

100

13

Lowest

7

0

phase I themes vs metrics
Looking at the content analysis themes from phase I
I calculated the metrics averages for each theme and
compared them to the sample average.
Comments averages show now discernable pattern but
average likes are lower for the Library Services Theme
and significantly higher for Library as Place theme
images.
Average Likes

Average Comments

Entire Sample

33

2

Community

32

2

Library Services

24

1

Library as Place

40

2

phase 2 images vs metrics
Interview participants in phase II were given an iPad with
the image sample uploaded to a locked and private
Instagram account.
When students were given time to engage with the
images, they were told they could like any images they
wished. I recorded these images after every interview.
Looking at the 146 images that students liked in
interviews I calculated the metric values of these images
to see if there was a change vs the sample average.
Average Likes

Average
Comments

Entire Sample

33

2

Images Selected in
Interview

32

2

phase 2 images vs metrics
I then decided that I would look at images liked by
many of the students.
A much smaller number of photos, 5% of the sample (or
12 images) were selected by 5 participants or more.
When I calculated the average metrics for this group of
images – the averages were significantly higher for
”Likes”
Average Likes

Average
Comments

Entire Sample

33

2

Images selected by 5
participants or more

48

1

phase 2 images vs metrics
When I placed these popular images into their content analysis themes, this is how they broke down.

take aways
The study demonstrated UAL Instagram practices
It gave us insight into how students interpret the
images UAL shares, what they choose to see in those
images and how they perceive the library.
The phase III analysis showed that there is some value
to the metrics. (Library as Place was most popular both
in the metrics and with students.)
The study demonstrates the complexity of visual
communications on social media.
The metrics may tell us an image is popular but we
cannot presume to understand why unless we ask our
audience.

take aways
My practical suggestions for library communicators
1. Aesthetics are important in Instagram (that’s a whole other
study!)
2. Pay attention to the metrics but question them.
3. Pay attention to your content, but question it.
4. Question your audience if you can! They are part of the
communication process.
Communication involves a sender, a medium and a receiver
and they all play a part in the creation of meaning.
Think about how your daily posts are building the bigger
picture. Consider it in your strategic communications plans.

limitations
• One coder.
•

One research site.

• Students were heavy to moderate library users, it would be
advantageous to interview light users to understand their
perspectives.
• The UAL Audience also includes staff, faculty etc.
• The study looked at visual images only, not captions. Part
of meaning making in Instagram includes captions so
some meaning may have shifted for participants.

questions?
hspearce@ualberta.ca

